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Abstract. Evolutionary art is inherently more concerned with exploration than with exploitation, because users are typically more interested
in evolving a collection of diverse images than converging to a single ‘optimal’ image. However, maintaining diversity is a difficult task. In this
paper we investigate various techniques to promote population diversity
in evolutionary art. We introduce customised mutation and crossover operators that perform a local search to diversify individuals and evaluate
the effect of these operators on population diversity. We also investigate alternatives for the fitness crowding operator in NSGA-II; we use
a genotype and a phenotype distance function to calculate the crowding
distance and investigate their effect on population diversity.
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Introduction

Evolutionary Art (EA) is a field that investigates ways to apply methods and
ideas from Evolutionary Computation (EC) in the domain of generating aesthetically pleasing content. Determining the aesthetic value of an artefact in the
EA system should be performed by one or more aesthetic measures or by one or
more human beings, using Interactive Evolutionary Computation (IEC). Besides
the ability to perform aesthetic evaluation, an EA system should also be creative. Margaret Boden defines creativity as the ability to create novel, surprising
and valuable ideas [2]. In [3] Margaret Boden describes three ‘roads to creativity’; combinational, exploratory and transformational. Combinational creativity
is the process of coming up with novel ideas by combining existing ideas in unexpected ways. Exploratory creativity is the process of coming up with novel
ideas by starting from an existing idea, and changing that idea in small steps
to ‘explore’ the surrounding conceptual space for novel ideas. Transformational
creativity is the process of altering the conceptual space, and is considered as
the most radical, most difficult, and rare form of creativity. In our EA system,
we try to establish a creative potential by using combinational and exploratory
creativity. In order to achieve this goal, our search space (or concept space as
Boden calls it) should be diverse at all times. In previous work we performed
many experiments with unsupervised evolutionary art, and we have used a number of aesthetic measures as fitness functions. We have performed experiments
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with a single aesthetic measures as a fitness function, in order to determine the
‘style’ of the aesthetic measures [9, 8] and we have investigated the combination
of multiple aesthetic measures using a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(MOEA) [10]. One of the findings in our work with MOEA was the issue of premature convergence and the subsequent lack of population diversity. We used
the well-known NSGA-II [6] as the MOEA, and found that in many runs of
the evolutionary algorithm the resulting Pareto front was ‘dominated’ by one or
a few individuals, each having multiple offspring individuals that were visually
similar to each other. The lack of population diversity is not unique to evolutionary art, and the issue has been investigated thoroughly in the EC literature.
In this paper we want to investigate the application of methods and techniques
that will promote and maintain population diversity in EA systems. Typical EC
systems contain a phase of exploration followed by a phase of exploitation [5,
?]. EC systems should exploit the building blocks of fit individuals in order to
build new individuals that will score well on the fitness functions. On the other
hand, EC systems should also maintain population diversity in order to evolve
new individuals that may score even better in later generations. A lack of population diversity will result in (premature) convergence, whereby the population
of individuals will be dominated by one or a few individuals. In this paper we
postulate the assumption that unsupervised evolutionary art systems will benefit
more from exploration than from exploitation. The underlying reason is that we
think (like [1]) that aesthetic measures are more like heuristics than like actual
metrics of aesthetic evaluation. The main goal of this paper is to investigate how
we can promote and maintain population diversity in evolutionary art systems.
The focus of our investigation is on the use of distance functions (calculating
the distance between individuals in the population); we created custom genetic
operators that maintain and enhance population diversity using distance functions, and we replaced the NSGA-II fitness crowding operator with one of our
distance functions. Our research questions are the following:
1. Can we improve population diversity by using a custom crossover operator
and a custom mutation operator?
2. Can we improve population diversity in a MOEA setup by replacing the
standard NSGA-II fitness crowding operator with a genotypic/ phenotypic
distance function?
This paper is structured as follows; in Section 2 we shortly describe existing
techniques to increase population diversity. In our paper we calculate population diversity by calculating the distance between individuals and we describe a
number of difference distance functions in Section 3. Our custom genetic operators are described in Section 4. We describe our experiments and their results
in Section 5 and end with our conclusions in Section 6.

2

Population diversity

Population diversity in Evolutionary Computation refers to the amount of mutual difference between the individuals in the population. If population diversity
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is low, then the difference between the individuals is low, and will be likely that
offspring in the next generation will be similar to the individuals in the current
population. When population diversity is low, an EC system is likely to converge
to a sub-optimal solution. Maintaining population diversity in Genetic Programming (GP) systems has been investigated thoroughly [4, 5, 17]. We will briefly
discuss techniques from literature that maintain diversity. In his first book on
genetic programming, Koza [14] describes the well-known half-and-half ramped
initialisation. In this initialisation scheme, half of the population is initialised
using the ‘full’ method, and the other half is initialised using the ‘grow’ method.
In the ‘full’ method each node is recursively initialised with a function from the
function set until the maximum depth for the tree has been reached. All the
leaves are initialised with a random terminal from the terminal set. With the
‘growth’ method, each node is either initialised with a function from the function
set or a terminal from the terminal set. When one increases the tree depth during
the initialisation of the population, the trees become larger and one speaks of a
‘ramped’ initialisation. Although the half-and-half ramped initialisation usually
creates a diverse population of trees, there is no guarantee that there are no
structural or behavioural duplicates in the population. Koza [14] therefore suggests (as does Jackson in [12]) to perform additional checks to verify that there
are no duplicates in the initial population. The removal of structural duplicates
may not be enough to ensure population diversity. Two genetic programs with
different genetic tree structures may exhibit the same phenotypic behaviour.
This may be caused by the presence of introns in the expression trees. Jackson
[12] suggests to measure behavioural or phenotypic similarity in the initial population. In the EC literature there is a distinction between genotype diversity
and phenotype diversity; we will describe them below.
2.1

Genotypic diversity

Genotypic diversity refers to the amount of mutual differences among the individuals in a population. In order to calculate the genotype diversity of a population,
we need to calculate the difference or distance between two individuals. If one
uses binary strings one can use the Hamming distance as a distance metric. If
the genotype representation is a vector of reals, then one can use the Euclidean
distance. But if one uses a tree representation, as is very common in genetic
programming, then the calculation of the genotype distance become more complex. A number of techniques have been described in literature that calculate
the difference or distance between two trees. In our implementation we use the
tree distance metric from Ekárt & Németh [11], and we will describe it briefly
in Section 3.1.
2.2

Phenotypic diversity

In NSGA-II population diversity is promoted by a crowding distance operator.
This operator gives a penalty to individuals that resemble other individuals, and
similarity between individuals is calculated as the difference between the scores
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on the objectives of the individuals. This method is very generic but is not
very useful in a creative EA system. Two individuals can have almost identical
objective evaluations, but their phenotype/ image may look very different. In
this case, the minor difference in fitness will significantly lower the possibilities
of the individual with the slightly lower fitness to survive and/ or to reproduce.
If the goal of the EA system is to evolve (or optimise) a single image, then this
method works fine, but if the goal should be to evolve a collection of aesthetically
pleasing images, then selection pressure should be lower, and diversity should be
rewarded. We have implemented two distance functions based on image features
and we will describe them in the Section 3.2.

3

Distance functions

In our custom genetic operators that we will describe in Section 4 we will use a
number of distance functions to determine the similarity between two individuals
(genetic programs) in the population. The distance can be based on genotype
or structure (the expression tree of the program) or on phenotype (the result
image of the program).
3.1

Genotype or structural distance

The structural distance metric by Ekárt and Németh is an efficient and fast
metric for expression trees. The metric calculates the distance between two expression trees by performing a node by node comparison of the nodes of the
expressions. If no node is present in one of the two expressions, a ‘null’ node is
used in the comparison. The metric uses several rules for the different types of
nodes (literals, functions, null etc.), and we refer to [11] for details.
3.2

Phenotype or image distance

We use two image distance functions and we will briefly describe them here.
Stricker & Orengo The first distance function is the Stricker & Orengo distance function [19]. This distance function computes the distance between two
images Ia and Ib by calculating the distance between the two image feature
vectors va and va , where
Pi<N
d(Ia , Ib ) =

i=0

wi · |vai − vbi |
Pi<N
i=0 wi

(1)

For the image features we used the average, standard deviation and skewness
of the hue, saturation, brightness and colourfullness of the colour pixels of the
image. Each image feature is assigned a weight w and the weights are shown in
Table 1.

V
Image feature
Weight
Hue (avg)
4
Hue (sd)
4
Hue (skewness)
4
Saturation (avg)
1
Saturation (sd)
1
Saturation (skewness)
1
Brightness (avg)
2
Brightness (sd)
2
Saturation (skewness)
2
Colourfulness (avg)
2
Colourfulness (sd)
2
Colourfulness (skewness)
2
Table 1. Image features and their weights used in our Stricker & Orengo image distance
function

Brightness distance We implemented a simple distance function based on the
difference in brightness values of the pixels of two images. This distance function
is more generic than the Stricker & Orengo function, since it disregards colour
and only calculates the average distance in brightness;
Px≤w Py≤h
d(Ia , Ib ) =

x=0

y=0

|b(Ia (x, y)) − b(Ib (x, y))|
w·h

(2)

where w, h refer to the width, height of the image, b(Ia (x, y)) ∈ [0..1] is the
brightness of the pixel of image Ia at (x, y).

4

Custom genetic operators

In this section we describe our custom genetic operators crossover and mutation.
Both operators determine whether a newly created individual is ‘new’ enough by
calculating the distance between that individual and the rest of the population.
The operators iterate until they have found an individual that has a distance that
is higher than a predefined distance threshold t. If no such individual is found,
the individual with the highest distance is used. The algorithm to calculate
the distance between two individuals (getDistance) is used by both genetic
operators, and is described in Algorithm 1.
4.1

Crossover

Population diversity can be maintained by introducing new genetic material in
the population by the crossover operator. In previous experiments in the field
of evolutionary art, we used the well-known standard subtree crossover [14]. In
[13] Jackson added a local search mechanism to the standard subtree crossover
mechanism that aims at improving population diversity. The idea of our custom
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm that determines the distance between two individual;
df=distance function, dt=distance threshold. This algorithm is used by our custom crossover and mutation
function getDistance( program1, program2, df, dt )
if ( pop=null ) then
return 0;
end if
if df = structuralDistanceF unction then
expression1 ← program2.getExpression()
expression2 ← program1.getExpression();
return df (expression1, expression2);
else
image1 ← render(program1);
image2 ← render(program2);
return df (image1, image2)
end if

crossover is to do a local search after each crossover operation, and keep the
child that differs enough from its parents;
d(child, parent1 ) + d(child, parent2 )
≥t
2

(3)

where t is a predefined distance threshold. We use distance functions based on
genotype distance and image distance. The algorithm for our crossover operator
is presented in Algorithm 2.
4.2

Mutation

We also created a custom mutation operator (similar to our crossover and similar
to the mutation in [13]) that does a local search upon each mutation step and
picks first mutated offspring that is different enough from its parent. If no such
individual is found, the individual with the highest distance is used. We present
the algorithm in Algorithm 3.

5

Experiments and Results

We performed two experiments to investigate the effect of adding local search to
our genetic operators on population diversity, and one experiment whereby we
investigated the effect of replacing the NSGA-II fitness crowding operator.
5.1

Experiment 1: custom crossover

We created a specialised crossover that was inspired by [13] and was described in
Algorithm 2. Our crossover uses a distance function to determine the genotypic/
structural or phenotypic/ behavioural distance between a parent and its child.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for our custom crossover; c=child, p1=parent1,
p2=parent2, df=distance function, dt=distance threshold; function getDistance
is defined in Algorithm 1
f unction crossover( p1, p2, df, dt )
M AX AT T EM P T S ← 20
attempts ← 0
bestSoF ar ← null;
largestDistanceSoF ar ← 00;
while attempts ≤ MAX ATTEMPTS do
child ← standardSubT reeCrossover(p1, p2);
distance1 ← getDistance(child, p1, df, dt);
distance2 ← getDistance(child, p2, df, dt);
distance ← (distance1 + distance2)/2;
if bestSoF ar = null then
bestSoF ar ← child;
largestDistanceSoF ar ← distance;
end if
if distance > dt then
return child
end if
if distance > highestDistanceSoF ar then
bestSoF ar ← child;
largestDistanceSoF ar ← distance;
end if
attempts ← attempts + 1;
end while
return bestSoFar;

We created one version with the Ekárt & Németh distance function (which calculates genotypic/ structural distance), one version with the Stricker & Orengo
distance function and one version with our brightness distance (both calculate
image distance, thus phenotypic/ behavioural distance). In this experiment we
initialised a small population of 51 individuals, and calculated all two-parent
crossover combinations. We ignored performing a crossover between an individual with itself, so we had 51·50 = 2550 crossover operations. First, we performed
crossover with a standard subtree crossover operator [14], and calculated the average fitness of the produced children, and the average distance between children
and their parents. Next, we performed the same experiment with our three custom crossover operators.
From these numbers we can conclude in general that adding a local search to
the crossover operator will improve population diversity; the mean genotype distance and phenotype distance is higher for each custom crossover when compared
to the standard subtree crossover operator. A remarkable finding is that the increase in genotype diversity is higher when doing the local search on phenotype
(using the local search with Stricker & Orengo, and also with our Brightness distance function) than when using local search with Ekárt & Németh. When doing
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for our custom mutation; c=child, p=parent,
df=distance function, dt=distance threshold; function getDistance is defined
in Algorithm 1
f unction mutate( p, df, dt )
attempts ← 0
M AX AT T EM P T S ← 20
bestSoF ar ← null;
largestDistanceSoF ar ← 0;
while attempts ≤ MAX ATTEMPTS do
child ← standardSubT reeM utation(p);
distance ← getDistance(child, p, df, dt);
if bestSoF ar = null then
bestSoF ar ← child;
largestDistanceSoF ar ← distance;
end if
if distance > dt then
return child;
else
if distance > largestDistanceSoF ar) then
bestSoF ar ← child;
largestDistanceSoF ar ← distance;
end if
attempts ← attempts + 1;
end if
end while
return bestSoFar;

the local search with Ekárt & Németh both genotype and phenotype diversity
increase when compared to the standard subtree crossover, but not as much as
the increase when using local search using a phenotype distance function.
5.2

Experiment 2: custom mutation

We created 3 varieties of our mutation operator; all mutation operators operate
according to Algorithm 3, but the differ in the distance function. The three distance functions that we used were 1) Ekárt & Németh tree distance, 2) Stricker
& Orengo image distance and 3) our brightness image distance function. We
initialised a random population of size 100 (using half-and-half ramped initialisation), and applied our custom mutation operator on each individual in the
population. We performed 50 iterations of this setup (resulting in 5000 evaluations). For each parent-child pair we calculated the genotype distance using
Ekárt & Németh tree distance metric, and we calculated the image distance
using the Stricker & Orengo image distance. We calculated the mean distance
(and the standard deviation) and present the results in Table 3. From this experiment we can conclude that all mutation operators with added local search
using a distance function increase the mean distance between individuals, and
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Genotype Child- Phenotype ChildMean fitness Parent distance
Parent distance
Crossover
child
(Ekárt & Németh) (Stricker & Orengo)
Standard Subtree
0.007 (0.041)
9.296 (4.010)
0.141 (0.084)
LS with Ekárt & Németh 0.007 (0.042)
9.367 (4.064)
0.142 (0.085)
LS with Stricker/ Orengo 0.006 (0.037)
9.378 (4.040)
0.177 (0.100)
LS with Brightness distance 0.006 (0.039)
9.569 (4.292)
0.160 (0.085)
Table 2. Results for different crossovers; the numbers are the mean values (and the
standard deviation in parentheses) over 2550 evaluations

Genotype Child- Phenotype ChildMean fitness Parent distance
Parent distance
child
(Ekárt & Németh) (Stricker & Orengo)

Mutation
Standard subtree
mutation
0.008 (0.043)
2.520 (5.445)
0.114 (0.127)
With Ekárt & Németh
0.007 (0.040) 12.630 (5.616)
0.171 (0.130)
With Stricker & Orengo; 0.006 (0.040)
6.899 (7.435)
0.248 (0.102)
With Brightness distance; 0.003 (0.027)
6.509 (7.399)
0.196 (0.123)
Table 3. Results for different mutations; we show the mean distances (and the standard
deviation in parentheses) over 5000 evaluations

will result in a more diverse population. The addition of a genotype distance
function in the mutation leads to more genetically diverse individuals (which is
not really a surprise) but the individuals are also more diverse in their phenotype. However, the resulting mean image distance from the mutation operator
with added Ekárt & Németh distance function is significantly lower than the
mean image distance from the two mutation operators with the added image
distance functions (Stricker & Orengo and Brightness distance). On the other
hand, the mean genotype distance from the individuals resulting from the two
mutation operators with added image distance operators are higher that the
individuals created with the standard mutation, but lower than the individuals
created with mutation operator with added Ekárt & Németh distance function.
5.3

Experiment 3: an alternative NSGA-II crowding operator

Our motivation for this investigation was the lack of population diversity in our
previous experiments with unsupervised evolutionary art using multi-objective
optimisation with NSGA-II [6]. Using the distance functions from Section 3 we
performed an experiment in which we replaced the standard NSGA-II crowding
operator with one of our distance functions. The NSGA-II fitness crowding operator assigns a score to each individual in a Pareto front based on the frequency
of the evaluation values of the individual. Individuals that have a ‘popular’ combination of evaluation values will get a lower rating on fitness crowding. We
performed a series of experiments using unsupervised evolutionary art using
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NSGA-II, using three aesthetic measures as a fitness functions; the Ralph &
Ross bell curve [18], the Global Contrast Factor [15] and Benford Law [7] (we
used all aesthetic measures in previous experiments [10]). We tried four different
setups; one setup used the standard fitness crowding operator (the standard used
in NSGA-II), and in the other three we replaced the standard crowding operator
by on of our three distance functions (see Section 3). The basic evolutionary
parameters are given in Table 4.
Symbolic parameters
Expression trees
Ramped half-and-half (depth between 2 and 5)
Tournament, Elitist (best 1)
Tournament
Subtree mutation
Subtree crossover
Numeric parameters
Population size
200
Number of runs
10
Tournament size
3
Crossover rate
0.90
Mutation rate
0.10
Maximum tree depth 8
Table 4. Evolutionary parameters of our evolutionary art system used in our experiments
Representation
Initialization
Survivor selection
Parent Selection
Mutation
Recombination

We did 10 runs with each setup, and calculated the mean mutual distance
in the Pareto front after 20 generations for each run. We calculated the mean
genotype distance (using the Ekárt & Németh distance) and the phenotype/
image distance (using Stricker & Orengo). We present the mean distances and
the standard deviation in Table 5. Looking at the results, we see that the use of
Genotype
Phenotype
Crowding
distance
distance
operator
(Ekárt & Németh) (Stricker & Orengo)
Standard fitness
crowding
12.654 (0.699)
0.185 (0.025)
Ekárt & Németh
15.358 (1.532)
0.166 (0.033)
Stricker & Orengo; 13.808 (0.740)
0.189 (0.036)
Table 5. Results for different crowding operators; we show the mean distances (and
the standard deviation in parentheses) over 10 runs

a different crowding operator has an influence on the population diversity. When
using the genotype/ structure distance metric from Ekárt & Németh (instead of
the standard fitness crowding function) we see that the mean structural distance
increases (from 12.654 to 15.358), but mean image distance decreases (0.185 vs.
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0.166). We suspect that the use of Ekárt & Németh as a crowding operator
favours the development of offspring with introns; offspring with introns may
have a high genotype distance, but may have a low phenotype distance. When
using the image distance function by Stricker & Orengo, we see a small increase
in mean image distance (from 0.185 to 0.189), but also an increase in mean tree
distance (from 12.654 to 13.808).

6

Conclusions and Discussion

Our first research question was whether we could improve population diversity
in evolutionary art system by using a custom crossover and mutation. Our results show that it is very difficult to add population diversity to evolutionary
art system using a custom crossover operator using local search. Although the
crossover operator using the genotype image distance function creates more diverse offspring than the standard crossover, the increase in diversity is modest
at best. Using a phenotype distance local search does increase both genotype
and phenotype diversity. We also investigated whether we could improve population diversity using a custom mutation operator. Our results confirm this;
the offspring created with the various mutation operators are more diverse than
offspring created using the standard subtree mutation operator. Our second research question was whether we could increase population diversity in a MOEA
evolutionary art system using an alternative to the standard fitness crowding
operator. Our results show that the use of a phenotype distance function is
beneficial for maintaining both genotype and phenotype diversity in the Pareto
fronts. Using a genotype distance function is beneficial for genotype diversity
but not for phenotype diversity. We think the use of both genotype distance
functions and phenotype (image) distance functions can also be beneficial for
other components of evolutionary art systems. When used in selection for reproduction these distance functions could improve the population diversity by
selecting only different parents (parents that have a high mutual distance) for
crossover. This may lead to an inefficient crossover (a crossover that produces
offspring with low fitness), so it should be investigated whether such a selection
scheme is beneficial for both population diversity and search efficiency.
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